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Abstract� In this paper� we study the existence of positive solutions of a one�
parameter family of logistic equations on R� or on R� These equations are
stationary versions of the Fisher equations and the KPP equations� We also
study the blow up region of a sequence of the solutions when the parameter
approachs a critical value and the nonexistence of positive solutions beyond
the critical value� We use the direct method and the sub and super solution
method�

�� Introduction

As pointed out in the book written by G�Buttazzo� M�Giaguinta� and
S�Hildebrant ���� one dimensional variational problems deserve special atten�
tion� In fact� this kind of problems have their own characters� Sometimes�
higher dimensional variational problems can be reduced to one dimensional
ones�
In this work� we study the existence of positive solutions of the following

one�parameter family of logistic equations ���a	

u�� 
 af�x�u� b�x�up � � in I�

where I � ����� the half real line R� or the whole real line R� p � ��
a � R is the parameter� f�x� is a given C� function on I� which is positive
somewhere� and b�x� is a given non�negative smooth function on I� These
equations are of interest in mathematical biology� Our equations appear
also in Ginzburg�Landau theory of superconductivity ���� Such equations
were also known as the stationary version of the Fisher equation and KPP
equation ���� and they were considered by Kazdan�Warner ���� Ouyang ����
and de Pino ��� in compact manifolds of higher dimensions and Du and
Huang ���� in compact domains in the euclidean space Rn� Remarkably�
Ouyang ��� proved a conjecture posed by Kazdan and Warner in ���� Such
problems have also been considered by Li�Tam�Yang ���� Afrouti�Brown
��� and Du�Ma ������� on Rn� For more background material� please see

���� Mathematics Subject Classi�cation� �	C� 	�J�
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���� However� to the authors�s best knowledge� there are very few results
on ���a on R� or on R�
These problems have a close relation with the principal eigenvalue problem

��	

u�� 
 �f�x�u � � in R�

It is proved by K�J�Brown� C�Cosner� and J�Fleckinger ��� that if
R
R f�x�dx �

�� then there does not exist a positive principal eigenvalue of ��� This result
is also true in dimension two� For more results about principal eigenvalue
problems� we refer to the articles ������� and ��� So we may expect that the
study of ���a has some special properties in dimesions one and two� We will
study logistic equations in dimension two in the near future�
For simplicity� we write the left side of ���a by the operator Ta�u�� and

we state the results in the case where I � R�� Since we will use the sub
and super method to study ���a in the case when I � R� the result will be
stated later in this article� We now assume that I � R�� and we say that
f�x� is in class P if f�x� is positive some where and satis�es the condition
that

maxff�x�� �g � p�x�� on R��

where p�x� is some positive function on R� withZ
R�

xp�x�dx ���

With this assumption we can obtain a compactness result� which is of the
type of Rellich�Kondrakov imbedding for Sobolev spaces�
We de�ne the zero set

M� � fx � R�� b�x� � �g�

which will play an important role in the existence problem and the blow�up
problem �see �����
Assume that M� is a bounded open set in R � Let �� 	� ���M�� and

�� denote the principal eigenvalues of the operator �u
�� with respect to the

weighted quotient

Q�u�M� 	�

Z
M
ju�j�

Z
M
f�x�u

where we assume
R
M f�x�u � �� M � M� and M � R� respectively� We

write �� � 
� when M� is empty� Note that �� � ���
We assume that f is positive somewhere outsideM�� So we have �� � ���

Then we will use the direct method to prove the existence of a positive
solution of the equation ���a when a � ���� ���� The idea goes as follows�
De�ne the space E as the completion of C�

� �R�� with respect to the normR
R ju

�j� De�ne the functional

J�u� �
�



Z
R�

�ju�j � af�x�u� 

�

p
 �

Z
R�

b�x�jujp��
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on E� J�u� � 
� if
R
R�

b�x�jujp�� � af�x�u � 
�� Note that by our

inequality ��� to be proved in the next section� the functional J is well�
de�ned on E� It is easy to see that J is weakly lower semi�continuous on E�
Assume a � ���� ���� We then prove that the functional J is coercive on E
and we get a minimizer of the functional J on E� We will show that this
minimizer is a non�trivial positive solution of ���a�
We also study the blow up region of a sequence of the solutions when the

parameter approachs the critical value �� and the nonexistence of positive
solutions beyond the critical value� We use a variational method and a
barrier method�
To state our result� we introduce some notations and concepts� We will

write jjujj as the norm of u � H and jjujjq as the norm of u � Lq�R�� where
q � �� We will write

L�R�� p� � L�R�� pdx��

We will sometimes write M 	� R��
Our main result is

Theorem �� Given a positive bounded function f�x� of class P and a non�
trivial non�negative smooth function b on R�� Assume that f is positive
somewhere outside the zero set M� of the function b� Then the following
three assertions are true�

�i� When a � ���� ���� there is a unique positive smooth solution ua � H
of ���a�

�ii� Assume �� � 
�� When a � ��� � we have that ua � 
� on any
compact set K ��M��

�iii� Assume �� � 
�� When a � ��� no positive E�solutions of ���a
exist�

We remark that we can extend the existence part of the result above to
the following system	

W ��
j 
 aFj�x�Wj � jW jp��Wj � �� on R��

with Wj��� � � for j � �� ���N � Here we write W � �W�� ���WN � and
assume that all the coe�cients Fj�x� are dominated by functions in class
�P �� Because the formulation of the result is straightforward� we omit it�
The rest of this paper is organized as follows� In section two� we set

up some inequalities and we prove a compactness result� We also discuss
the existence of principal eigenvalue and eigen�function problem �� on R��
Uniqueness and existence of positive E�solutions for ���a will be proved in
section three� In section four and in section �ve� blow�up behavior of a so�
lution sequence and non�existence of positive solutions will be presented� In
the �nal section� we study the existence and uniqueness of positive solutions
of ���a in the case when I � R�
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� Compactness lemmata

In this section we will set up some useful calculus results� which are easy to
prove� but they are not easy to �nd in literatures �see ��� for more references��
Hence we give full proofs� We point out that our compactness result is new�

��� The case when I � R�� Assume that u � C�
� �R�� withZ

R�

ju�jdx � C

where C is a positive constant� Then� for any x� y�� R�� we have

ju�x�� u�y�j �

Z
�x�y�

ju�jdx�

Using Cauchy�Schwartz inequality we �nd

ju�x�� u�y�j � Cjx� yj���

In particular� since u��� � �� we have

ju�x�j � Cjxj���

Given a positive function p � p�x� on R� satisfyingZ
R�

p�x�xdx � 
��

Then we have� for R � �� thatZ
�R����

p�x�udx � C

Z
�R����

p�x�xdx� ���

De�ne E as the completion of C�
� �R�� in the norm

juj � �

Z
R�

ju�jdx����

It is clear that the inequality ��� is also true for every u � E�
Let

L�R�� pdx� � fu � L�loc�R���

Z
R�

pu � 
�g

Then we have the following compactness result�

Proposition �� The imbedding from E to L�R�� pdx� is bounded and com�
pact�

Proof� The boundedness of the imbedding is clear from the inequality ����
Now let fukg � E with Z

R�

ju�kj
dx � C�

Then we have� for every k and any x� y � R��

juk�x�� uk�y�j � Cjx� yj���
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In particular� take y � � and we have

juk�x�j � Cjxj���

Given � � �� By inequality ��� we can choose R � � su�cient large such
that for every k we haveZ

�R����
puk � C

Z
�R����

xp�x�dx � ���

By this and the Azela�Ascoli theorem we can �nd a subsequence� still de�
noted by fukg� such that it converges in C

�
loc�R��� and hence in L

�R�� pdx��
This completes the proof of compactness part of the theorem�

�

Note that we can not handle the case when R� is replaced by the entire
real line R� without further restriction� But we have another inequality�
which will be introduced below� We remark that the inequality below can
not be be used to prove a similar compactness result as above�
Using the compactness result� one readily gets the following result on the

existence of principal eigenvalue and function�

Theorem �� Assume the function f is positive somewhere on R�� which is
of the class �P �� Then there exist a positive function V in E and a positive
number 	 such that

V �� 
 	f�x�V � �� on R�

�� The case when I � R� Assume that p � p�x� is a positive function
on the whole real line R�� Now we de�ne a Hilbert space E�� which is
the completion of the space C�

� �R
�� according to the Dirichlet integral� As

before� we can de�ne the space L�R� pdx��
De�nitionWe call that a positive function p satis�es the condition �AB�

if there are two positive constants A and B such that for any x � R�

p�x� �
A

�jxj
B�
�

Although the following result will not be used later in this work� we believe
that it is a useful tool in the analysis of solutions of ordinary di�erential
equations�

Proposition �� Assume that the positive function p on R satis�es the con�
dition �AB�� Then there is a positive constant C such that for every u � E��
it holds Z

R
p�x�udx �

�A

B
u��� 
 C

Z
R
ju�jdx�

We should mention that this inequality is a version of Hardy�s inequality�
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Proof� Without loss of generality� we may assume A � � � B and take
u � C�

� �R�� Note thatZ
R

�

�jxj
 ��
udx �

Z �

�

u

�x
 ��
dx



Z �

��

u

�x� ��
dx

Then by integration by part� we get
Z �

�

u

�x
 ��
dx � u��� 


Z �

�

uu�

�x
 ��
dx�

Similarly we have
Z �

��

u

�x� ��
dx � u��� 


Z �

��

uu�

�x� ��
dx�

Putting these two eqalities together� we haveZ
R

�

�jxj
 ��
udx � u��� 


Z
R

sgn�x�uu�

�jxj
 ��
dx�

Note that by Cauchy�Schwartz inequality we �nd�Z
R

jujju�j

�jxj
 ��
dx �

�



Z
R

�

�jxj
 ��
udx
 �

Z
R
ju�jdx�

Hence we get Z
R

�

�jxj
 ��
udx � �u��� 
 ��

Z
R
ju�jdx�

�

�� An apriori bound and a comparison lemma

In this section� a � R is �xed� We write M � R��
As in the proof of Lemma �� of ���� we have the following comparison

lemma	

Lemma �� Assume � is bounded open subset in M � Suppose u�� u � C���
are positive in �� and they satisfy Ta�u�� � � and Ta�u� � � on � and
u� � u on 
�� Then u� � u on ��

We now use this result to obtain a local existence of of a boundary blow�
up positive solution of ���a on a bounded interval G �M �M�� This result
may be of independent interest �see ������

Proposition 	� Assume a � R� There is at least one positive regular solu�
tion of the equation

u�� 
 af�x�u� b�x�up � � in G�

with the boundary condition u � 
� on 
G�
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Proof� Fix an integer k � f�� � �� ���g� As in the introduction we let

I�u� �
�



Z
G
�ju�j � af�x�u� 


�

p
 �

Z
G
b�x�jujp��

de�ned on

E � fu � H��G��uj�G � kg�

It is easy to see that I is coercive on E �see section three for more di�cult
case� and there is a minimizer � which is denoted by uk� of I on E�
By the comparison lemma above we have uk � uk��� for k � �� � ���� By

standard argument we can assume uk � Ua in C

loc�G�� This Ua is what we

wanted� �

From the proof of the result above we can get the following

Theorem 
� Assume that M� is non�empty and the set M �M� admits
a bounded interval exhaustion� i�e�� there is a bounded open subset sequence
f�jg such that M �M� � 	�j� Then for any a � R� there is at least one
positive smooth solution �Ua of Ta�u� � � on M � M� with the boundary
blow�up condition �Ua � 
� on M��

We remark that when M� is empty and a � �� there may be no positive
solutions of Ta�u� � � onM at all �see ������ One should also note that there
is no contradiction between Theorem � �iii� with our Theorem � because we
require Ta�u� � � on the whole R� in Theorem � �iii��

�� Existence and Uniqueness of positive solutions

We will discuss the uniqueness of positive E�solutions of ���a for a � R�
The proof of the following results are similar to the corresponding ones in
����� but for completeness� we give full proofs�

Lemma �� For a � R� there is at most one positive E�solution to ���a�

Proof� Assume u� and u are two positive E�solutions of ���a� We assume
u� 
� u� i�e�� the set M� 	� fx �M �u��x� 
� u�x�g has positive measure�
Let �� � � � � and denote

vi � �ui 
 �i�
����u 
 ��

 � �u� 
 ���
��� i � �� 

where ���� is the positive part of ���� Then each vi is an H�limit of a sequence
in H with compact support� Hence� we have for i � �� �

�

Z
�u�iv

�
i � afuivi� �

Z
b�x�upi vi�

By these we get

�

Z
�u�v

�
 � u��v

�
�� �

Z
af�x��u�v� � uv� 


Z
b�x��upv � up�v���

Note that the left side is

�

Z
�ju� �

u 
 �
u� 
 ��

u��j
 
 ju�� �

u� 
 ��
u 
 �

u�j
��
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which is non�positive and goes to

�

Z
�ju� �

u
u�
u��j

 
 ju�� �
u�
u
u�j

� � ��

The �rst term on the right goes to zero as �� � �� The second term on
the right goes to Z

b�x��up�� � up��� ��u � u���

which is non�negative by our assumption� Hence� M� � M�� By all these
we get that Z

M�

�ju� �
u
u�
u��j

 
 ju�� �
u�
u
u�j

� � ��

and
u � cu�� on M�

for some constant c 
� �� a contradiction�
�

In the rest of this section we assume that a � ���� ���� We now prove
part �i� of Theorem �	

Proof� Recall that we assume M� is bounded� It is clear that the functional
J is weakly lower semi�continuous on E according to our compactness result�
We claim that

J�u�� 
� as jjujj � 
��

Assume not� Then we have sequence fung � H such that J�un� is bounded
above and jjunjj � �� Then we have that dn 	�

R
f�x�un � �� for

otherwise� fjjunjjg is bounded�
Set

�un � un�dn�

Then we have
R
f�x��un � � and

lim sup

Z
M
j�u�nj

 � a



�p
 ��jjunjj

Z
M
bup��n � ��

By this� we may assume that jj�unjj

R
M bup��n is uniformly bounded� Hence�

we may assume further that �un � �u weakly in E� almost everywhere� and
strongly in L�R�� p� � Then by Fatou�s lemma� we getZ

R�

b�x��up�� � ��

Hence� �u � � on the set R��M�� Therefore� we can use the strong conver�
gence on L�R�� p� to get

R
M�

f�x��u � � andZ
M�

j�u�j � a�

By this and the de�nition of �� we have

�� � a�
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This is a contradiction with our hypothesis at the beginning�
Therefore� we have a minimizer u�� which is a non�negative function� of

the functional J on E� To prove that u� is non�trivial� we take a large
interval IR with M� � IR such that the �rst eigenvalue ���IR�� a � �� for
some small � � �� Let �� be the eigenfunction of the eigenvalue ���IR� of
the weighted quotient Q�u� IR� and

R
IR
f�x�� � �� Then� for small t � ��

J�t��� �
���IR�� a


t 


tp��

p
 �

Z
IR

b�p�� � ��

Note that J��� � �� Hence u� is non�trivial and u� � � everywhere on R�

by the strong maximum principle� The smoothness of u� follows from the
standard argument�
For the uniqueness of positive solutions� we use Lemma � above� Hence

the proof is complete� �

Remark� By uniqueness of positive solution and the barrier method� we
know immediately that� for x � R�� a � ua�x� is increasing �for a proof�
one may see ������ This fact will be used later�

�� Blow�up of the solution sequence

In this section we assume �� � 
��
We study the behavior of the solution sequence when an � ��� � We

assume an � ��� Set un � uan �
We now prove Theorem ��ii�	 First we note that

limn���

Z
R�

f�x�un � 
��

Otherwise� we can �nd a minimizer� which is the limit of un� of J as in
Theorem ��i�� and this is impossible�
As in the proof of Theorem ��i�� we set

�un � un�dn�

Then we �nd �u � H with �u � � on R� �M�� Note that

�u��n 
 anf�x��un � �

on M�� We can use the standard estimate ���� to conclude that the uniform
convergence of �un to �u on K� This implies that un�x�� 
� on K�

�� Non�existence of positive solutions

We prove in this section the third part of Theorem �� That is� under the
assumption �� � 
�� there is no positive solution of ���a when a � ���
Assume that a � �� and there is a positive solution� say u� of ���a� Let v

be the ���eigenfunction on M� which satis�es the equation

u�� 
 af�x�u � �� on M�
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and the boundary condition v � � on 
M�� Set � � v�u� Then by direct
computation we �nd

��� 
 ���logu�� � � on M�

and � � � on 
M�� However� this gives an absurd result that � � � on M�

by the standard maximum principle �see Theorem ��� in ������ Therefore�
there is no positive solution in this case�
In the case where a � ��� If there is a positive E�solution of ���a� say

u�� Then using the barrier method and the uniqueness result we �nd that
ua�x� � u��x� for all x �M and a � ��� Therefore� there is no blow�up on
M� for any sequence of �ua�� which is a contradiction with Theorem ��ii��
Hence� we get the conclusion of Theorem ��iii��
We can give another proof for positive E�solutions when a � ��M��� Take

a smooth bounded domain G inside M� such that ���G� � a� Let w� be
the positive eigenfunction associated to ���G�� Therefore� we can �nd a
function u� � E such that the number

	 �

Z
G
�u��w

�
� � af�x�u�w��

is positive �see also ����� Otherwise� we have
Z
R�

�u�w�� � af�x�uw�� � ��

for every u � H� Hence� using �u as a test function� we have
Z
R�

�u�w�� � af�x�uw�� � ��

for every u � H� Therefore�

�w��� � af�x�w� � �� on R��

It is absurd with the de�nition of w��
Let

ut � tw� 
 u�

Then we compute J�ut� and �nd

J�ut� � ����G�� a�t� 
 	t
 d

where

d �
�

p
 �

Z
R�

bup��� 

�



Z
R�

�ju��j
 � af�x�u���

Hence� J�ut�� �� as t� ��� which is a contradiction with the coercivity
of J � So we conclude the result when a � ���
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�� The real line case

In this section we discuss the equations ���a on the real line R� We point
out that the method used here can not work for the case when b�x� � �
somewhere�
We assume that f is a bounded integrable function on R� and b�x� is

positive and uniformly bounded away from zero� that is� there is an uniform
constant c � � such that �e�	

b�x� � c � �� for x � R�

For example� b�x� �  
 sin�x� satis�es the condition �e� above�
We assume a � ���� ����
Set Ik � ��k� k� for k � �� � ���� Then as before� we de�ne the functional

Jk�u� �
�



Z
Ik

�ju�j � af�x�u� 

�

p
 �

Z
Ik

b�x�jujp��

on Ek 	� H�
� �Ik�� Clearly� the functional is bounded below �see ���� on Ek�

We can easily get a minimizer uk � Ek such that

Jk�uk� � infu�EkJk�u��

and therefore we get a family of positive point�wise increasing functions
�uk�� which satisfy the equations ���a with the Dirichlet boundary condition
uk�k� � � � uk��k��
Using the maximum principle we can easily show that uk is uniformly

bounded on R� In fact� at the maximum point x� � Ik� we have that
u���x�� � �� Hence� � by using our equation ���a we �nd

af�x��u�x�� � b�x��u�x��
p � u���x�� � cu�x��

p

and u�x�� � �aD�c����p���� where D � supx�Rf��x�� According to our
assumption on p� we know that uk is uniformly bounded in L�R� pdx��
Choose � � C�

� �I�� and we have

Jk�uk� � J����

for every k � �� � ���� Using this bound and the uniform boundedness of the
sequence �uk� we obtain an uniform bound of

R
R ju

�
kj
dx� In fact� multiplying

both sides of the equation ��� for uk by uk and integrating by part� we know
that the integrals Z

R
up��k dx


Z
R
ju�kj

dx

are uniformly bounded� Therefore� we can pass to a subsequence� still de�
noted by �uk�� which converges in C

loc�R� to a positive solution U of ���a
on R� And it is easy to see thatZ

R
jU �jdx


Z
R
Up��dx � 
�
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and U is in L�R� pdx�� Hence by standard estimate �see ������we have
proven that this U is in E�� That is to say� U�x�� � uniformly as jxj � ��
As before� we can prove the uniqueness of the E��solution�
We point out that for the case when a � ��� ���� we can easily show by

the maximum principle that there is no positive E��solution of ���a�
In summary� we have

Theorem � Assume f is a bounded� positive somewhere� integrable func�
tion on R� Assume that the positive function b�x� satis�es �e� above� Then
�i� for a � ��� ��� there is no positive E��solution of ���a	 �ii� for any
a � ����
�� there is a positive E��solution of ���a� and this solution is
unique in E��

We remark that some extension of Theorem � to high dimension has been
obtained by Du and Ma �����
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